1.
Abbott, C., D. Howe, and S. Adler. 1994. Planning the Oregon Way: A Twenty-Year Evaluation.
Corvallis, Ore.: Oregon State University Press.
This is a series of essays on the Oregon planning system--what works and what could work better.
Portland State University Professor Deborah Howe contributes a good piece on a research agenda for
Oregon planning. She makes the point that evaluative research is generally resisted. (''Declare victory and
move on,'' she quotes one planner as saying.).
2.
Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations. 1973. Regional Decisionmaking: New Strategies
for Substate Districts, Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations, Washington D.C..
The commission considers substate districting actions taken by the Federal, State, and local governments
in response to jurisdictional fragmentation in both urban and rural areas and to the need for area wide
solutions to certain public service problems. The focus is on regional councils of local elected officials
and substate planning and developing districts. An entire chapter is devoted to five recommendations for
intrastate districting mechanisms, procedures, and planning.
3.
Advisory Committee on Planning and Zoning. 1928. A Standard City Planning Enabling Act (SCPEA),
U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C..
This act addresses six subjects: (1) the organization and power of the planning commission, which was
directed to prepare and adopt a 'master plan;' (2) the content of the master plan for the physical
development of the territory governed by one of the class of local governments authorized to plan; (3)
provision for adoption by the governing body of a master street plan and subsequent control of private
building in the bed of mapped but unopened streets and of public building in unofficial or unapproved
streets; (4) provision for approval by the planning commission, before approval by the legislative body, of
all public improvements (the act permits a legislative override of commission vetoes); (5) control of
private subdivision of land into building parcels and accompanying streets and other open spaces; and (6)
provision for the establishment of a region and regional planning commission, for the making of a regional
plan, and for the adoption of that plan by any municipality in the region that desired to do so.
4.
Advisory Committee on Zoning. 1926. A Standard State Zoning Enabling Act (SZEA), U.S. Department
of Commerce, Washington, D.C..
This act is the basis for most zoning statutes in the U.S.
5.
Alterman, R. 1989. Evaluating Linkage, and Beyond: The New Method for Supply of Affordable
Housing and Its Impacts. Cambridge, Mass.: Lincoln Institute of Land Policy.
Based on surveys of existing and proposed linkage policies, this article evaluates the current programs
based on their ability to provide low-income housing and their impacts on planning as a whole.
6.
American Law Institute. 1976. A Model Land Development Code: Complete Text and Reporter's
Commentary, American Law Institute, Philadelphia.
The adopted version of a model code that represented a critical rethinking of American planning and
zoning law. The Code includes 12 articles as follows: (1) general provisions (including definitions and a
grant of powers to local government) and definitions; (2) local land development regulation; (3) local land
development planning; (4) discontinuance of existing land use; (5) acquisition and disposition of land; (6)
land banking; (7) state land development regulation (including regulation of areas of critical state concern
and development of regional impact); (8) state land development planning; (9) judicial review of orders,
rules and ordinances; (10) enforcement of local land development regulation; (11) public records of
development regulation; and (12) financing and coordination of governmental development.
7.
---1968. A Model Land Development Code, (Tenative Draft No. 1), American Law Institute,
Philadelphia.

A draft of the proposed enabling legislation examining land use controls and development issues regulated
under statutes.
8.
American Society of Planning Officials. 1972. Land Use Controls Annual 1971. Washington, D.C.:
American Society of Planning Officials.
A symposium issue critiquing the draft ALI Model Land Development Code with response by Code
Reporters Allison Dunham and Fred Bosselman. Stimulating commentary which is still relevant.
9.
---1966. New Directions in Connecticut Planning Legislation: A Study of Connecticut Planning, Zoning,
and Related Statutes, American Society of Planning Officials, Chicago.
A landmark study on state planning statute reform. The study recommended a community development
program containing three elements: (1) a statement of development policy; (2) a capital improvement
program; and (3) adequate professional assistance. Upon satisfactory establishment of such a program, the
community would receive additional authorization to exercise several new [at the time] land use control
techniques, chief among which are planned unit development regulations, holding zones, official map
powers, and conditional zoning. The major recommendation with respect to regional planning agencies
was an extention of their jurisdiction to review matters that may have regional significance, such as
decisions involving property within specified distances from state highways, and development affecting
the region such as water, sewage, and utility projects.
10.
American Society of Planning Officials. 1972. New Directions in Nevada's Planning, Zoning,
Subdivision, and Related Statutes.
The findings and recommendations on Nevada's statutes take into account innovations in recently enacted
planning law among the 50 states as well as sound measures being proposed in state legislatures, in
Congress, and by institutions such as the American Law Institute . This study stresses especially
recommendations for resolving Nevada's most critical defect in planning legislation -- the failure to assert
effective public control over many urban and recreational land subdivisions.
11.
Audirac, I., A. H. Shermyen, and M. T. Smith. 1990. Ideal Urban Form and Visions of the Good Life:
Florida's Growth Management Dilemma. Journal of the American Planning Association 56, no. 4:
470-82.
Florida's emerging urban development policy is aimed at solving the urgent problem of how to continue to
grow in an environmentally responsible manner within a low-taxation climate. Since there is widespread
perception that urban sprawl and its many connotations (e.g., costliness, ugliness, environmental damage)
are the source of the problem, the state's prescription is to redirect growth toward a more fiscally efficient
and livable compact urban form. The authors contend that this form is part of a repertoire of powerful yet
often nostalgic urban imagery and runs counter to residential preference for low-density lifestyles. Further,
there is too little empirical evidence to substantiate claims of economic and fiscal benefit of compact form,
and definitional ambiguities haunt the literature on urban sprawl. While the environmental argument
against sprawl seems convincing, a compact development policy oversimplifies environmental issues and
may exacerbate environmental problems in existing urban areas.
12.
Babcock, R. F. 1960. The Chaos of Zoning Administration: One Solution. Zoning Digest 12, no. 1: 1-4.
The call for a statewide planning commission with control over local planning board actions in response
to the 'chaos' of the field.
13.
Babcock, R. F. 1983. The Egregious Invalidity of the Exclusive Single-Family Zone. Urban Law and
Policy 6, no. 2: 185-97.
This article questions the legality of the single-family detached house zone under police power and
discusses the 'success' of zoning in the protection of single-family district.
14.
---1988. Implementing Metropolitan Regional Planning. Journal of Land Use & Environmental Law 4,
no. 2: 299-307.
15.

---1959. The Unhappy State of Zoning Administration in Illinois. University of Chicago Law Review 26,
no. 4: 509-41.
An overview of zoning problems in Illinois and a proposal of a statewide zoning commission with the
authority to establish rules and to hear all appeals.
16.
Babcock, R. F. 1966. The Zoning Game: Municipal Practices and Policies. Madison, Wis.: University of
Wisconsin Press.
Seminal work on the field of zoning.
17.
Babcock, R. F., and F. P. Bosselman. 1973. Exclusionary Zoning: Land Use Regulation and Housing in
the 1970s. New York: Praeger.
18.
Babcock, R. F., J. Z. Krasnowiecki, and D. N. McBride. 1965. The Model State Statute. University of
Pennsylvania Law Review 114, no. 1: 140-70.
This is a model planned unit development statute with section-by-section commentary.
19.
Babcock, R. F., and C. L. Siemon. 1985. The Zoning Game Revisited. Boston: Oelgeschlager, Gunn and
Hain in association with the Lincoln Institute of Land Policy.
A collection of 11 land disputes including commentary. Unlike the first book, this edition focuses more
detail on each case.
20.
Baker, N. F. 1926. Zoning Legislation. Cornell Law Quarterly 11: 164-78.
The Standard Zoning Enabling Act and a review of its provisions.
21.
Baldassare, M. 1984. Predicting Local Concern About Growth: The Roots of Citizen Discontent. Journal
of Urban Affairs 6, no. 4: 39-49.
The author reports on the results of a survey in Orange County, California. He determined that, contrary to
popular conception, demographic variables, such as income, education level, and home-ownership, do not
adequately explain citizen support for growth management. Instead such concern is better explained by
citizen discontent about community quality of life, including a rapid rate of growth and a poor perception
of local governments' ability to manage such growth. He argues that such findings suggest that growth
management programs are likely to appear in a wide variety of communities.
22.
---1990. Suburban Support for No-Growth Policies: Implications for the Growth Revolt. Journal of
Urban Affairs 12, no. 2: 197-206.
This paper reports on the author's continued study of attitudes toward growth and its management in
Orange County, California. Here he studies support for no-growth policies and finds that there is little
support for such efforts. While there is much support for slow-growth measures, these do not translate into
support to stop growth. As with his previous work (noted above), the author found that citizens'
perceptions about the growth situation in their community to be the most significant set of variables in
explaining concern about growth.
23.
Barker, M., ed. 1984. Rebuilding America's Infrastructure: An Agenda for the 1980's. Durham, N.C.:
Duke University Press.
Two studies describing the 'infrastructure crisis.' A look at the continuing decay of America's public
facilities and steps necessary to resolve the problem.
24.
Barrows, R. L. 1982. The Roles of Federal, State, and Local Governments in Land-Use Planning.
Washington, D.C.: National Planning Association.
Barrows examines the issue of how much responsibility different levels of government should have in the
initiation and implementation of land use planning. He concludes that there is no compelling theoretical or
policy reason for any one level of government to have or not have any particular amount of authority.
Instead, he proposes that the appropriate level of government is a function of the land use issue at the time
it comes up and the capacities of the respective governments.

25.
Bashaw, J. R. 1985. Vermont Legislation: Formal Enforcement of Act 250. Vermont Law Review 10, no.
2: 469-77.
An analysis of the 1985 Act 250 and whether it addresses the problems associated with the pre-1985 Act
250; concluding that the new act provides needed formal enforcement authority but still requires a permit
monitoring system in order to be effective.
26.
Bassett, E. M. 1940. Zoning: The Laws, Administration, and Court Decisions During the First Twenty
Years. New York: Russell Sage Foundation.
The early work summarizing zoning for the height, area and use of buildings as well as zoning ordinances,
state enabling acts, and zoning districts.
27.
Bassett, E. M., F. B. Williams, A. Bettman, and R. Whitten. 1935. Model Laws for Planning Cities,
Counties and States, Including Zoning, Subdivision Regulation, and Protection of Official Map.
Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press.
Model planning and zoning statutes drafted by those who participated in the preparation of the Standard
City Planning and Zoning Enabling Acts. The Bassett and Williams models tend to be narrowly focused
and procedural in nature. Bettman's models tend to have more substantive content.
28.
Berger, J. J., ed. 1990. Environmental Restoration: Science and Strategies for Restoring the Earth.
Washington, D.C.: Island Press.
Based on a national conference on ecological restoration, this book is divided into three parts: terrestrial
restoration, aquatic restoration, and law, planning, land aquisition and conflict resolution. By offering
recommendations for restoration in each of these areas, such as wastewater treatment plants, revegetation
of overgrazed land and soil refertilization, a valuable collection of restoration techniques has been
developed.
29.
Bernard, M. M. 1967. The Comprehensive Plan Concept As a Basis for Legal Reform. Journal of Urban
Law 44: 611-24.
The author addresses the need for improvement to the comprehensive plan in order to provide essential
reform functions to the law of city planning.
30.
Blaesser, B. W., and C. M. Kentopp. 1990. Impact Fees: The 'Second Generation'. Journal of Urban and
Contemporary Law 38: 55-113.
This article provides an overview of several state approaches to funding the needs of a community brought
on by new development.
31.
Blaesser, B. W., and A. C. Weinstein, eds. 1989. Land Use and the Constitution: Principles for Planning
Practice. Chicago: Planners Press.
A guide to federal constitutional principles for the planning field. A listing of legal terms is provided for
reference in analysis of legal issues such as freedom of speech and religon, equal protection and just
compensation. An overview of relevant U.S. Supreme Court cases is included.
32.
Bluegrass Tomorrow. 1992. Planning for a Bluegrass Coordinator: Critical Issues Report.
The 'Critical Issues' report is a part of a study of a private sector citizen initiated regional planning
initiative to develop broad public consensus as to the critical issues facing the central Kentucky Bluegrass
region. Report includes description of the study process and a summary of the study results. Additional
information is attached, including a newsletter and a vision report.
33.
Blumstein, J. F. 1981. A Prolegomenon to Growth Management and Exclusionary Zoning Issues. Land
Use and Environmental Law Review Annual 12: 227-332.
This article provides an overview of the evolution of legal issues in growth management with particular
emphasis on exclusionary zoning issues. The article reviews the authority of local and state governments
to regulate land use and articulation by the courts (particularly state courts) of limitations on that authority

that have formed the basis of litigation challenging local restrictions on land use.
34.
Bollens, S. A. 1990. Constituencies for Limitation and Regionalism: Approaches to Growth Management.
Urban Affairs Quarterly 26, no. 1: 46-67.
Citizen responses to two successful growth management referenda on Cape Cod, Massachusetts, are
analyzed. A development moratorium and the creation of a regional land use management agency
represented contrasting strategies for managing growth problems; differences in support between the two
approaches are examined. Individuals with direct links to the local economy provided the least support for
a moratorium. Regionalism was supported by individuals with strong provincial attitudes because they
were aware of the extra-local impacts of development and anticipated tangible benefits from regional land
use planning. A two-tier approach was supported by a majority of the respondents, but, generally,
regionalism was given greater support than was the moratorium.
35.
Bosselman, F. P. 1975. Property Rights in Land: New Statutory Approaches. Natural Resources Journal
15, no. 4: 681-93.
This article analyzes three different approaches to property rights compensation. The first is a technique
used in England, the second has been proposed in the American Law Institute's Model Land Development
Code and the third describes a system similar to the one developed by the Federal Uniform Relocation
Act.
36.
Bosselman, F. P., and D. L. Callies. 1971. The Quiet Revolution in Land-Use Control. Washington, D.C.:
U.S. Government Printing Office.
Seminal work on the emerging role of the states and regional agencies as players in the land use arena.
37.
Bosselman, F. P., G. M. Raymond, and R. A. Persico. 1976. Some Observations on the American Law
Institute's Model Land Development Code. Urban Lawyer 8, no. 3: 474-90.
Each author focuses on the sections of the Code they feel deserves comment. Areas of concern include:
Article VII defining the criteria for deciding which land use issues require a state role and local
government guidelines for developing a plan under the Code.
38.
Bozung, L. J. 1984. Transferable Development Rights: Compensation for Owners of Restricted Property.
In Zoning and Planning Law Handbookedited by J. B. Gailey. New York: Clark Boardman .
39.
Brion, D. J. 1991. Essential Industry and the NIMBY Phenomenon. New York: Quorum Books.
An examination of the ideas behind the NIMBY phenomenon.
40.
Brooks, M. E. 1972. "Planning Advisory Service Report Number 282." Lower Income Housing: The
Planners' Response, American Society of Planning Officials, Washington, D.C..
A study of selected planning agencies and their responses to the issue of lower income housing. The data
was developed to establish a set of guidelines. Using information based on case studies, several
recommendations have been created for location of lower income housing, community education and
technical assistance.
41.
Brough, M. B. 1985. A Unified Development Ordinance. Chicago: Planners Press.
A local government guide for drafting land use ordinances that combine zoning and subdivision
regulations. Using examples and commentary, this resource is useful in providing the administrator with
background information and anticipation of common issues while developing land use legislation.
42.
Brower, D. J., and D. S. Carol, eds. 1987. Managing Land-Use Conflicts: Case Studies in Special Area
Management. Durham, N.C.: Duke University Press.
Representing a variety of problems, this collection of case studies describe and evaluate a series of special
area management techniques such as coastal management, harbor plans, estuarine reservesprograms, and
forest preservation.
43.

Brower, D. J., D. R. Godschalk, and D. R. Porter. 1991. Understanding Growth Management: Critical
Issues and a Research Agenda. Washington, D.C.: Urban Land Institute and the Center for Urban and
Regional Studies of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.
A collection of essays from experts in the field intended to provide data on urban growth trends and to
suggest research needs in the growth management field. DeGrove focuses on state growth management
programs and the changing role of governance, exploring the first and second waves of state authority
levels. Nicholas focuses on the financial costs of growth and claims that growth is occuring throughout the
United States in the worst fashion in terms of costs.
44.
Brown, P. G. 1975. The American Law Institute Model Land Development Code, The Taking Issue and
Private Property Rights. Washington, D.C.: Urban Institute.
In his evaluation of the ALI Code, the author argues that it infringes on the rights of individual with
respect to private property. Analyzing the Code, Brown suggests that the courts be the last resort for
answering constitutional questions, rather than the first step.
45.
Buchsbaum, P. A. 1994. Federal Regulation of Land Use: Uncle Sam the Permit Man. In Zoning and
Planning Law Handbookedited by K. H. Young. New York: Clark Boardman .
46.
Buchsbaum, P. A., and L. J. Smith, eds. 1993. State and Regional Comprehensive Planning:
Implementing New Methods for Growth Management. Chicago: American Bar Association.
This is a collection of articles on state and regional planning. Well-done pieces by Thomas Pelham
(Florida), Ed Sullivan (Oregon), Thomas R. Melloni and Robert I. Goetz (Vermont), and Peter
Buchsbaum (New Jersey).
47.
Burchell, R. W. 1992. Regulatory Approaches to Affordable Housing: A Review of State and County
Programs, Center for Urban Policy Research, Rutgers University, New Brunswick, N.J..
Report prepared for the Federal National Mortgage Association (FNMA), Office of Housing Policy
Research.
48.
Burchell, R. W., D. Listokin, and A. Pashman. 1994. Regional Housing Opportunities For
Lower-Income Households: An Analysis of Affordable Housing and Regional Mobility Strategies,
Center for Urban Policy Research, Rutgers University, New Brunswick, N.J..
A detailed analysis of state and local programs that promote regional housing opportunities for those least
able to afford such housing. The report examines approaches to estimate and plan for local housing needs,
stimulate housing production, and provide assistance in housing finance.
49.
Burrows, L. B. 1978. Growth Management: Issues, Techniques, and Policy Implications. New
Brunswick, N.J.: Center for Urban Policy Research, Rutgers University.
Discussion of 'second generation' planning tools, and the legal implications of such issues as urban growth
boundaries, population limits and public facilities programming.
50.
Butler, S. M. 1981. Enterprise Zones: Greenlining the Inner Cities. New York: Universe Books.
This book discusses the history and development of the Enterprise Zone idea and its impact on job
creation, boosting of the economy and social improvements in inner-city problem areas.
51.
Cabarrus County Planning, Zoning & Building Inspection Department. 1994. Cabarrus County, North
Carolina: Managing Growth Into the 21st Century, The Cabarrus County Planning, Zoning & Building
Inspection Department, Concord, N.C..
A collection of growth management strategies for Cabarrus County including urban growth boundaries,
limited resource protection, transfer of development rights and impact fees.
52.
California Senate Office of Research. 1991. Prosperity, Equity and Environmental Quality: Meeting the
Challenge of California's Growth, California Senate Office of Research, Sacramento, Calif..
The Senate Urban Growth Policy Project's collection of recommended legislative reforms for California's

growth management strategy.
53.
Callies, D. L. 1994. Preserving Paradise: Why Regulation Won't Work. Honolulu: University of Hawaii.
Callies uses a hypothetical example to illustrate current land use controls. He then offers alternatives to the
technique of preservation through regulation, and concludes that this regulatory approach does not work in
Hawaii.
54.
---1980. The Quiet Revolution Revisited. Journal of the American Planning Association 46, no. 2:
135-44.
Looking back on what has changed since 1971, Callies writes of increased local control over growth
management and land use issues following many court decisions ruling in favor of local land use
regulations. Organized citizen participation is on the rise due to unhappiness with government thus
changing the land use decion-making process, which time has shown, is becoming even more political and
inefficient.
55.
---1994. The Quiet Revolution Revisited: A Quarter Century of Progress. Urban Lawyer 26, no. 2:
197-213.
A current survey and evaluation of state adoption of regional or statewide land use control regimes to
protect resources of more than local impact or to manage growth. The article discusses the following
states: (1) Hawaii; (2) Vermont; (3) Maine; (4) Florida; (5) Georgia; (6) Oregon; (7) New Jersey; (8)
Washington; (9) Rhode Island; and (10) Maryland. This is the best contemporary summary of the topic.
APA has included this article as one of its GROWING SMART working papers.
56.
---1984. Regulating Paradise: Land Use Controls in Hawaii. Honolulu: University of Hawaii.
Discussion of local, state and federal land use regulations in Hawaii and the effects of these laws on land
uses in the state.
57.
Callies, D. L., and M. Grant. 1991. Paying for Growth and Planning Gain: An Anglo-American
Comparison of Development Conditions, Impact Fees and Development Agreements. Urban Lawyer 23,
no. 2: 221-48.
A comparison between the British and United States systems of financing public services. Both countries
have adopted the policy of using developers to help finance costs of growth, with different levels of limits.
58.
Callies, D. L., N. C. Neuffer, and C. P. Caliboso. 1991. Ballot Box Zoning: Initiative, Referendum and the
Law. Journal of Urban and Contemporary Law 39: 53-98.
This article discusses the conflicts between comprehensive plans and the use of initiative and referendum,
concluding that the use of initiative in zoning issues is not advisable.
59.
Caves, R. W. 1992. Land Use Planning: The Ballot Box Revolution. Newbury Park, Calif.: Sage
Publications.
A general look at 'direct democracy' and the use of initiatives and referendums related to local land use
planning issues. Four case studies illustrate recent effective uses of citizen participation in Massachusetts;
Portland, Me.; San Diego, Calif,; and Seattle, Wash. related to growth management.
60.
Cervero, R. 1989. America's Suburban Centers: The Land Use-Transportation Link. Boston: Unwin
Hyman.
A study focusing on the relationship between the physical characteristics of suburban employment centers
and employee transportation choices, and its influence on suburban traffic congestion. Discusses in detail
57 SECs, as well as several case studies, following with institutional, legislative and regulatory responses.
This book emphasizes the importance of the planning professionals' role in influencing suburban
environments.
61.
---1989. Jobs-Housing Balancing and Regional Mobility. Journal of the American Planning Association
55, no. 2: 136-51.

Despite the steady migration of jobs to the suburbs over the past decade, many suburban residents
commute farther than ever. In this article the author attributes the widening separation of suburban
work-places and the residences of suburban workers to several factors: fiscal and exclusionary zoning that
results in an undersupply of housing; rents and housing costs that price many service workers out of the
local residential market; and several demographic trends, including the growth in dual wage-earner
households and career shifts. Case studies of metropolitan Chicago and San Francisco confirm the
displacing effects of high housing costs and housing shortages. The author argues that inclusionary
zoning, tax base sharing, fair-share housing programs, and a number of incentive-based programs could
reduce jobs-housing mismatches and go a long way toward safeguarding regional mobility for years to
come.
62.
---1986. Suburban Gridlock. New Brunswick, N.J.: Center for Urban Policy Research, Rutgers
University.
As American suburbs continue to attract businesses and development, traffic congestion is becoming a
crisis. The author explores the extent of this mobility problem and the current and potential strategies used
to plan suburbia.
63.
Chandler, H. P. 1927. Notes on the Standard City Planning Enabling Act. American Bar Association
Journal 13, no. 8: 435-39.
This early article reviews the Standard City Planning Enabling Act.
64.
Chase, R. F. 1992. Primer on the Zoning Enabling Act. Suffolk University Law Review 26, no. 2: 333-64.
This article explains the new Rhode Island Zoning Enabling Act, pointing out significant changes from the
current law through a section-by-section analysis and provides a cross-reference table of other state
enabling acts.
65.
Chinitz, B. 1990. Growth Management: Good for the Town, Bad for the Nation? Journal of the American
Planning Association 56, no. 1: 3-8.
The author argues that local government growth management programs both diminish and strive towards
environmental goals. Using examples, he concludes that local land use programs do not work against
global environmental goals, but he remains critical of local growth management programs.
66.
Christie, D. R. 1987. Growth Management in Florida: Focus on the Coast. Journal of Land Use &
Environmental Law 3, no. 1: 33-51.
The author describes the integration of coastal management in Florida's planning and growth management
legislation of 1984-86, which provided for planning of coastal resource management at local, regional and
state levels. The author concludes that while Florida's 'top-down' planning program is in the forefront of
coastal management, local governments will only be able to meet their responsibilities if the state provides
adequate financial and technical assistance.
67.
Clarenbach, Fred A. Jordahl Harold C. Runge Carlisle P. 1972. Maintaining Wisconsin:
State/Regional/Local Planning Arrangements for Land Development and Environmental Protection.
This paper proposes a reorganization of the planning function in Wisconsin State government by
establishing an office of state and regional planning and an advisory state policies and planning council.
Additional recommendations include strengthening a regional planning function.
68.
Clawson, M., and P. Hall. 1973. Planning and Urban Growth: An Anglo-American Comparison.
Baltimore: Resources for the Future, Johns Hopkins University Press.
An examination of land use changes in the United States and Britain focusing on population growth and
the changing work force.
69.
Colorado Legislative Council. 1972. Designing for Growth, Report to the Colorado General Assembly,
Research Publication No. 195.
Contains a summary of committee activity during the 1971 and 1972 interim sessions and a discussion of

Colorado's population imbalance with respect to four problem areas: excess urbanization, rural concerns,
alternate population policies, and the inadequacy of present programs for planning and evaluation of state
needs.
70.
Commonwealth of Massachusetts. 1990. Report on the Public Hearings on the Final Report of the
Special Commission on Growth and Change, Massachusetts Association of Regional Planning Agencies,
Boston.
A summary of hearings held in response to the Commission's January 1990 report on growth, resulting in
recommendations such as a statewide growth management program, adequate funding for local planning,
continued public involvement and respect for home rule.
71.
---1990. Special Commission on Growth and Change: Final Report, The Commonwealth of
Massachusetts, Boston.
A proposal for new planning legislation in Massachusetts. The Commission Report calls for a statewide
comprehensive planning process. The state legislature, the Commission recommended, would adopt
statewide growth policies. A newly created state agency would review regional and state agency plans for
consistency with these policies. Regional planning commissions would review local plans. The local plans
would identify key community resources and recommend where development is appropriate, where it is
not, and how it is to be managed. The report called for a development of regional impact process for
projects whose effects transcend a single community. Another recommendation was a plan approval
appeals board that would hear appeals of plan certification issues that could not be resolved through
negotiation and mediation. It recommended enabling legislation for impact fees and the establishment of a
Center for Land Use Planning and Management to provide technical advice to local governments and,
through existing organizations, establish training programs.
72.
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. 1992. Final Report of the 1991-1992 House Select Committee on Land
Use and Growth Management: Hearings, Findings and Recommendations, Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania, Harrisburg, Pa..
Detailed recommendations from the Pennsylvania House of Representatives on land use policies. The
report pays particular attention to state planning, affordable housing, concurrency, farmland and
environmental protection, and consistency among state, regional and local plans. The report was the basis
for reform legislation introduced into the House of Representatives by the committee chair, Representative
Robert Freeman.
73.
Connecticut General Assembly, Legislative Program Review and Investigations Committee. 1992. Siting
Controversial Land Uses, Hartford, CN.
Purpose is to determine how to improve the balance between the often conflicting goals of efficiency and
equity when locating LULU's. The committee found that several theoretical models such as point systems
and auctions, promote equity in siting LULU's, however, they are difficult to implement.
Recommendations for improving decisions with respect to LULU's are grouped according to the following
categories: statewide planning, state land planning, consensus on facilty need, accountability, public
participation, voluntary acceptance, and low level radioactive waste disposal siting.
74.
Connerly, C. E. 1986. Growth Management Concern: The Impact of Its Definitions on Support for Local
Growth Control. Environment and Behavior 18, no. 6: 707-32.
The author reports on a telephone survey of adults in Florida. The results he focuses on have to do with
the degree and type of support for growth controls. He found general support for such controls, though
levels of support increased as techniques were specified. However, when respondents were asked to trade
off taxes, housing costs and/or private property rights, support for controls declined. The author suggests
that support for controls remains high as long as it is not clear what their specific costs will be. Other
variables that seem to correlate positively with growth control support include education and membership
in the dominant social group. The author speculates that better educated persons are more aware of the
systemic consequences of growth. Further he speculates that blacks in Florida have issues of more
importance to them than management of growth.

75.
Conover, Donald L. 1973. New York State Planning Law Revision: The Lost Necessity?, Buffalo Law
Review.
Case study of New York State's attempt to join the movement of the 'quiet revolution' in land use planning.
Though the paper begins with a general discussion of the movement nationally, the main focus is on the
New York State Planning Law Revision. It explores the considerations which led to the development of
the Revision, its objectives and major innovations, and the reasons for its failure.
76.
Coon, J. A., and S. W. Damsky. 1983. Zoning As a Means and Not an End. In Zoning and Planning Law
Handbookedited by F. A. Strom. New York: Clark Boardman .
77.
Costonis, J. J. 1972. The Chicago Plan: Incentive Zoning and the Preservation of Urban Landmarks.
Harvard Law Review 85, no. 3: 574-634.
A summary discussion of the Chicago Plan development rights transfer program and the attempt to
develop a landmarks preservation program that works.
78.
---1973. Development Rights Transfer: An Exploratory Essay. Yale Law Journal 83, no. 1: 75-128.
A look at a development rights transfer program, its concept, and legal implications. The author argues
that private property has the development potential to contribute to the needs of a community, and this
program would help to establish governmental control of resource protection.
79.
---1974. Space Adrift: Saving Urban Landmarks Through the Chicago Plan. Urbana, Ill.: University of
Illinois Press.
An overview of transfer of development rights ordinances and the Chicago Plan.
80.
Council of State Governments. 1976. State Growth Management, Council of State Governments,
Lexington, Ky..
Documentation of various state roles in growth management policy. Through case studies, this report
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Journal 5, no. 2: 138-54.
A look at the New Jersey Municipal Land Use Law and an examination of good and bad aspects including
its confusing style, clarification of the zoning regulations and its elimination of legislation involving the
environmental movement.
261.
Mitsch, W. J., and J. G. Gosselink. 1993. Wetlands. 2d ed. New York: Van Nostrand Reinhold.
A scientific analysis of wetlands and their status in America. The final section provides a useful discussion
of wetland valuation and a thorough look at the history of wetland management and the legal protection of
these areas. An excellent resource for the restoration, placement, design and classification of wetland
areas.
262.
Moore, T., and P. Thorsnes. 1994. "Planning Advisory Service Report Number 448/449." The
Transportation/Land Use Connection: A Framework for Practical Policy, American Planning
Association, Chicago.
Identifies efficient approaches to the problem of inefficient travel and land use policies.
263.
Municipal Association of South Carolina and South Carolina Associaiton of Counties. 1994.
Comprehensive Planning Guide for Local Governements.
Provides an overview of the planning process, and serves as a guide for local government officials in
South Carolina as they bring their comprehensive planning process into compliance. Provides rules of
procedure for zoning appeals, architectural review, and planning commission and sample forms, etc.
264.
The National Association of Homebuilders Research Center. 1993. Proposed Model Land Development
Standards and Accompanying Model State Enabling Legislation, U.S. Department of Housing and
Urban Development, Office of Policy Development and Research, Washington, D.C..
This report contains minimum design and construction standards for residential land development. It is
intended to promote quality residential development while striking a reasonable balance between
excessive requirements that add unnecessary costs to home and permissive requirements that may threaten
public health and safety. The standards address streets, stormwater, sediment and erosion control, site
utilities, sanitary sewer, water supply and miscellaneous standards addressing open space and
landscaping. They are accompanied by model legislation to facilitate adoption of the standards through
both a state preemptive statute--that is, a statute that would allow the uniform standards to supercede local
standards in case of a conflict--and a state voluntary statute, which encouraged adoption by local
governments.
265.

Nelson, A. C., ed. 1988. Development Impact Fees: Policy Rationale, Practice, Theory, and Issues.
Chicago: Planners Press.
This book discusses the use of development impact fees. The book contains two model impact fee statutes.
The first, A Standard State Development Impact Fee Enabling Statute, restricts the use of impact fees to
certain specified public improvements owned or operated by the local government. It requires that before
the local government can require the payment of impact fees, it must first prepare a comprehensive land
use plan, including a capital improvement program. The statute provides standards for determining the
'proportionate share of the cost of providing capital improvements for which the need is reasonably
attribute to those developments that pay the fees.' It establishes mechanisms for earmarking impact fee
revenues in special funds. It also authorizes the refund of unexpended impact fees if the local government
has failed to expend them for on capital improvements intended to benefit the development that paid the
fees. The second, A Model Impact Fee Authorization Statute, is more flexible than the first. It allows
impact fees 'to be used for almost any facility included in a capital improvements program' specifically
identified or covered by a local government comprehensive plan. Under the statute, such a plan 'shall
specify level of service standards for each type of facility that is to be the subject of an impact fee, and
such standards shall apply equally to existing and new development.' Like the first act, it describes how
impact fees are to be calculated, collected, expediated and refunded.
266.
Netter, E. M. 1988. Creating or Challenging Municipal Affordable Housing Programs: The Legal Issues.
In Zoning and Planning Law Handbookedited by N. J. Gordon. New York: Clark Boardman .
267.
Netter, E. M., and J. Vranicar. 1981. "Planning Advisory Service Report Number 363." Linking Plans
and Regulations: Local Responses to Consistency Laws in California and Florida, American Planning
Association, Chicago.
Examination of six communities in California and Florida that require consistency between local land use
plans and regulations. Results indicate an increased involvement of citizen participation, but concludes it
is unclear whether the overall planning process has been changed significantly.
268.
New Jersey State Planning Commission. 1992. Communities of Place , New Jersey State Planning
Commission, Trenton, N.J..
This is the state plan required by the 1986 New Jersey State Planning Act, which created the New Jersey
State Planning Commission and required the Commission to prepare and adopt this document. The
statewide planning process, called cross-acceptance, ensures that government at all levels participate in
preparing the state plan. The plan includes statewide goals and policies, as well as a map showing
planning areas, urban centers, regional centers and towns, villages and hamlets and other specified areas.
269.
New York State Federation of Official Planning Organizations. 1966. Planning, Zoning & Subdivision: A
Summary of Statutory Law in the Fifty States, New York State Federation of Official Planning
Organizations, Albany.
This report consists of state statutory summaries for each state including a list of zoning regulations
identifying such items as distribution of power, regulation purposes, types of regulation, airport zoning
and subdivision control.
270.
New York State Legislative Commission on Rural Resources. 1994. Commission Overview, New York
State Legislative Commission on Rural Resources, Albany.
This pamphlet describes the efforts of the New York State Legislative Commission on Rural Resources.
The Commission makes recommendations and sponsors legislation to enhance and protect rural resources,
including, environment, land use and natural resources. Since 1986 the Commission has sponsored 37
statutes dealing with planning issues. The Commission is composed of representatives from the state
senate and assembly.
271.
---1994. Local Planning and Zoning Survey: New York State Cities, Towns and Villages, New York
State Legislative Commission on Rural Resources, Albany.
This survey's intent is to identify both the extent and types of planning and zoning tools currently being

utilized by city and town governments in New York State. A similar survey was published by the New
York State Department of State's Office of Local Government Services in 1986. Since then, many areas of
the state have experienced high rates of residential and commercial growth. The 1994 survey was
conducted to see if the use of local planning and zoning has kept pace with that development. The survey
provides a good methodological approach for examining the types of strategies best suited to promoting
streamlined and sound planning and zoning practices through legislative reform.
272.
---1994. Restructuring New York State Community Planning and Land Development Statutes: Final
Status of Legislation, New York State Legislative Commission on Rural Resources, Albany.
This report presents the final status of community planning and land use legislation introduced by the
Legislative Commission on Rural Resources during the 1994 legislative session. Four of the bills
introduced by the commission were passed by the Senate and Assembly and signed into law by the
Governor. Especially noteworthy is the enactment of new legislation establishing an Interagency
Geographic Informations Systems Coordinating Council. This council was created to examine various
technical and public policy issues related to GIS and to assess the potential costs and benefits associated
with coordinating or integrating geographic information systems in New York State.
273.
---1991. White Papers for A Community Planning and Land Use Retreat, New York State Legislative
Commission on Rural Resources, Albany.
This report contains three issue papers: (1) Land Use and SEQR Regulations and Procedure; (2)
Protection of Rural Character and Natural Resources; and (3) The Comprehensive Plan and
Comprehensive Planning. The report is intended to aid state legislators and others in a review of New
York's community planning and land use enabling statutes.
274.
Nicholas, J. C. 1988. "Planning Advisory Service Report Number 408." The Calculation of
Proportionate-Share Impact Fees, American Planning Association, Chicago.
An analysis of the increased use of impact fees for financing infrastructure costs of new development. This
study provides information for determining the cost of an impact fee and the number of required
infrastructure improvements.
275.
Nicholas, J. C., and A. C. Nelson. 1988. Determining the Appropriate Development Impact Fee Using the
Rational Nexus Test. Journal of the American Planning Association 54, no. 1: 56-66.
This study applies the rational nexus test to several specific communities and develops reasonable and
supportable impact fees. The methodology attempts to establish a system that is strong yet has the ability
to be updated. The study concludes with sample formulas and examples.
276.
Nitikman, M. A. 1988. Instant Planning - Land Use Regulation By Initiative in California. Southern
California Law Review 61, no. 2: 497-539.
277.
Nolon, J. R. 1993. Lucas Case: The Need to Reform Land-Use Law. Land Use Law and Zoning Digest
45, no. 2: 3-7.
Nolon is critical of 'unguided special purpose land-use programs. . . up and running without the
coordination and guidance of planning policies and comprehensive plans.' He contends that when
regulation, challenged as a taking, is carefully integrated into a comprehensive system of land use
regulation, the natural tendency of judges is to show defense to lawmakers.
278.
---1990. Toward a Housing Imperative and Other Reflections on Balanced Growth and Development.
Pace Environmental Law Review 7, no. 2: 319-28.
279.
O'Connell, D. W. 1986. New Directions in State Legislation: The Florida Growth Management Act and
State Comprehensive Plan. Institute on Planning, Zoning and Eminent Domain 6: 1-34.
An overview of Florida's planning and growth management system.
280.
Odland, R. 1991. Growth Management: What California Can Learn From the Sunshine State. Loyola of

Los Angeles Law Review 24, no. 4: 1109-30.
Florida is well underway in implementing the growth management legislation it adopted in 1985. This
article discusses the background and implementation of Florida's legislation and analyzes how effective
Florida's plan has been in achieving its legislative goals. The article then discusses the concerns of
California's legislators and citizens in controlling growth and suggests that California adopt, with some
adjustments, the Florida legislation.
281.
Ontario Ministry of Municipal Affairs. 1994. Ontario's New Planning System, Communications Branch,
Ministry of Municipal Affairs, Toronto, Ontario.
Background paper covering key changes the government introduced. It discusses the reforms in terms of
threee different categories or topics: empowering municipalities, protecting the environment, and
streamlining the planning process.
282.
---Streamlining Guidelines: the Development Review Process, Ontario Ministry of Municipal Affairs,
Ministry of Housing.
Describes 11 guidelines that contain recommendations for the different participants (municipal, agency,
and proponent) in the planning process. Intended to foster a better understanding of the development
review process, the roles and responsibilities of others involved in the process and what every player can
do to improve efficiency in their part in the process.
283.
Ontario Office Consolidation. 1995. Planning Act: Revised Statutes of Ontario, Queen's Printer for
Ontario.
Consolidated statutes from Ontario, reflecting recent statutory changes.
284.
Oregon. 1991. Managing Growth to Promote Affordable Housing: Executive Summary, 1000 Friends of
Oregon and The Home Builders Association of Metropolitan Portland, Portland, Oreg..
This housing study evaluates Portland region land use policies such as the Portland Metropolitan Housing
Rule, and their impacts on housing costs. The study finds these policies are helping to mitigate the effects
of rising housing costs, while furthering the region's goals for orderly and efficient urban growth. To help
ensure proper implementation of these policies in the future, this report recommends that local
comprehensive plans in Portland and other urban areas utilize development standards.
285.
Oregon Department of Land Conservation and Development. 1994. Shaping Oregon's Future: Biennial
Report for 1993-1995, Department of Land Conservation and Development, Salem, Oreg..
This report describes the Oregon Department of Land Conservation and Development's efforts to carry out
the state's planning program in the 1990s. It examines recent developments such as joint state and local
efforts for urban growth management, House Bill 3661 (a major reform of Oregon's land use laws that
protects farm and forest lands), and transportation planning expansion.
286.
---1991. Urban Growth Management Study: Summary Report, Oregon Department of Land
Conservation and Development, Salem, Oreg..
Based on study findings, this report establishes an agenda to improve growth management programs in
Oregon. Proposals include: establishing 'focused growth plans,' identifying expansion areas outside urban
growth boundaries as 'urban reserves,' and creating a state agency to financially assist local governments
with infrastructure development.
287.
Oregon Progress Board. 1993. Oregon Benchmarks: Standards for Measuring Statewide Progress and
Government Performance, Oregon Progress Board, Salem, Oreg..
This contains excerpts from a complete report analyzing the accomplishments of Oregon state
government. Included in the list from a total of 272 benchmarks are those benchmarks applying to
planning and land use--the benchmarks of clean environment, livable communities, land, community
design and transportation. The report shows how Oregon monitors the impact and consequences of state
programs through quantifiable performance objectives.
288.

Payne, J. M. 1987. Rethinking Fair Share: The Judicial Enforcement of Affordable Housing Policies. Real
Estate Law Journal 16, no. 1: 20-44.
An examination of the positive and negative aspects of the New Jersey solution to the problem of
affordable housing. The author develops a new description of 'fair share' as an idea consistent with the
needs of a community, and an approach that will work in the courts.
289.
Pelham, T. G. 1979. State Land-Use Planning and Regulation. Lexington, Mass.: D.C. Heath and
Company.
Focuses on state land use regulation in Florida, examines the changes brought on by increased state land
use regulation, and the stimulation it has had on local land use programs, and in critical areas of several
other states as well.
290.
Pennsylvania Local Government Commission. 1993. Analysis of Revisions to the Pennsylvania
Municipalities Planning Code, Pennsylvania Local Government Commission, Harrisburg, Pa..
This report consists of section-by-section commentary on amendments enacted during the 1987-88,
1989-90 and 1991-92 legislative sessions related to the Pennsylvania Municipalities Planning Code
(MPC). Issues included are planning agencies, comprehensive plans, subdivision and land development,
municipal capital improvement, zoning, planned residential development, joint municipal zoning hearing
board and other administrative proceedings. The report provides a summary of changes to the law in
Pennsylvania over time.
291.
Perry, Charles. 1978. Implementing the Growth Policy Consensus: Proposals for Public Action; Third
Interim Report of the Special Commission Relative to the Effects of Growth Patterns on the Quality of
Life in the Commonwealth, Massachusetts.
Report on legislative progress of proposals from special commission.
292.
Perry, Charles, and Lawrence Susskind. 1977. The Massachusetts Growth Policy Development Act:
Intent and Passage., Cambridge, MS.
This report was written as a response to the proposed Massachusetts Growth Policy Development Act to
summarize: (1) the demographic, economic, and political conditions that existed in Massachustts at the
time of the Act's adoption; (2) the process that led to the drafting and enactment of the bill; and (3) the
intent of the legislation and the key participatory and administrative issues involved in its
implementations.
293.
Pivo, G., and N. Abbott. 1992. Local Government Planning Tools: Executive Summary, Growth
Management Planning and Research Clearinghouse, Seattle.
Focusing on growth management tools and their effectiveness, this survey collected information from
respondents across the country finding that the most common problems in small towns and counties are
economic opportunity and infrastructure, and in cities, traffic congestion and housing. The report provides
a detailed table of growth management tools used in these areas, and their measured effectiveness.
Conclusions indicate that effective local growth management is enhanced by state guidance.
294.
Pivo, G., and D. Rose. 1991. Toward Growth Management Monitoring in Washington State, Washington
State Institute for Public Policy, Olympia, Wash..
This report offers a general approach to growth management monitoring using the Growth Management
Act of 1990. The report compares those states involved with growth management with Washington's
proposed plans for a growth monitoring system, and the benefits of monitoring a growth management
plan. An Appendix lists growth management outcome indicators and indicates whether state level data
were available in Washington. When this report was written, there were major data shortages in
Washington State, which limited the extent to which a monitoring system could begin.
295.
Platt, R. H. 1991. Land Use Control: Geography, Law, and Public Policy. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.:
Prentice Hall.
The influence of law over human use of land from the perspective of a geographer; primarily focuses on

U.S. Partial contents: the interaction of law and geography; private ownership of land; policy issues of
zoning; federal land management; state land use programs.
296.
Platt, R. H., and G. Macinko, eds. 1983. Beyond the Urban Fringe: Land Use Issues of Nonmetropolitan
America. Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press.
Subjects: Land Use, Rural-United States-Congresses.
297.
Plotkin, S. 1987. Keep Out: The Struggle for Land Use Control. Berkeley: University of California Press.
Plotkin's book is a wide-ranging treatment of land use in America with two central themes. First, he
argues that much of the history of the U.S. can be understood as a continual conflict between the forces of
expansion and exclusion. That is, economic forces of society seek to expand and grow physically, while
people in communities seek to exclude this growth and protect their private property rights. Thus, land use
policy becomes central to social and economic conflict. His second theme has to do with the tension
between local and central control over land use. He is skeptical about the outcome of a move toward
centralized control, as he believes it serves to disempower local people's participation and ability to resist
the forces of expansion. His theoretical analysis is combined with cases of land use conflict in San
Antonio, Texas, and efforts at national land use planning in the 1970s.
298.
Popp, T. E. 1989. A Survey of Governmental Response to the Farmland Crisis: States' Application of
Agricultural Zoning. University of Arkansas At Little Rock Law Journal 11, no. 3: 515-2.
An examination and comparison of four state methods of farmland conversion, focusing on agricultural
zoning as a protective tool. Concludes from case studies that comprehensive plans work best to protect
farmland because they are mandatory.
299.
Popper, F. J. 1981. The Politics of Land-Use Reform. Madison, Wis.: University of Wisconsin Press.
This book looks at how state land use measures were implemented and what impacts were in late 1970s.
Some suggestions in Chapter 11 on how to make land use reform work better.
300.
---1988. Understanding American Land Use Regulation Since 1970: A Revisionist Interpretation. Journal
of the American Planning Association 54, no. 3: 291-301.
Popper concludes that the quiet revolution has slowed down and lives on in an evolving stage in a number
of states.
301.
---1978. What's the Hidden Factor in Land Use Regulation? Urban Land 37, no. 11: 4-6.
The author argues that the primary factor in a community's growth is the ownership structure of the land,
rather than the growth management program that overlays it. Popper premises his argument on the fact
that land is the primary source of local power, which benefits those who own it at the expense of those
who do not. The author asserts that additional research in this area is vital to deal effectively with land use
issues. The author reports on a land use conflict in northern Illinois between a city's desire to annex and a
county forest preserve's desire to maintain open space. The lessons he draws from the case include the
difficulties faced by individual localities in achieving a regional social welfare, and, drawing upon
Molotch (1976) and Perin (1977), how individual localities function as growth machines.
302.
Porter, D. R. 1991. Do State Growth Management Acts Make a Difference? Local Growth Management
Measures Under Different State Growth Policies. Loyola of Los Angeles Law Review 24, no. 4: 1015-33.
In this article, adapted from a speech given in July 1990, the author analyzes the effects of state growth
management acts on local growth planning. He compares the growth management of two local
governments that act pursuant to state laws with two local governments that do not. The author concludes
that state mandates for local planning, for the most part, have been successful in controlling unabashed
urban growth.
303.
---1989. San Diego's Brand of Growth Management: 'A' for Effort, 'C' for Accomplishment. Urban Land
48, no. 5: 21-27.
This article reviews attempts to manage growth in this rapidly growing metropolis and examines

transportation, open space, affordable housing, and infrastructure funding problems and the implications
for future management efforts.
304.
---1989. The States Are Coming, the States Are Coming! Urban Land 48, no. 9: 16-20.
State role in growth management; based on a panel discussion held at the Urban Land Institute meeting in
New Orleans, April 1989. Surveys growth management acts of various states.
305.
---1986. Growth Management: Keeping On Target? Washington, D.C.: Urban Land Institute in
association with the Lincoln Institute of Land Policy.
A series of papers written for a ULI seminar providing growth management experiences in eleven
different local, regional, and state governments. A thorough collection of land use reform efforts.
306.
---1992. State and Regional Initiatives for Managing Development Policy Issues and Practical
Concerns. Washington, D.C.: Urban Land Institute.
This book is a collection of papers focusing on the issue of to what extent state and regional control over
growth management programs is desirable versus local control over such issues. The authors conclude
that in order to establish an effective balance between state and local authority and to avoid tensions, it is
best to focus on improving local government management and to strive towards local goals.
307.
Porter, D. R., and L. L. Marsh, eds. 1989. Development Agreements: Practice, Policy, and Prospects.
Washington, D.C.: Urban Land Institute.
A collection of writings focusing on whether state and regional approaches to growth management are
working, and if they should continue to be used. Overview.
308.
Porter, D. R., and R. B. Peiser. 1984. Financing Infrastructure to Support Community Growth.
Washington, D.C.: Urban Land Institute.
This article summarizes existing programs and trends in financing infrastructure. Case study approaches
throughout the country are analyzed including development fees, impact fees, tax increment financing,
local improvement districts among others.
309.
The President's Commission on Housing. 1982. The Report of the President's Commission on Housing,
The President's Commission on Housing, Washington, D.C..
Developed in 1981, the President's Commission was instructed to recommend options for reducing costs
in the national housing policy. With regard to State and Local housing regulations, three recommendations
were proposed: A single consolidated permit should be used for local permit processing; Municipalities
are requested to reduce development regulations, such as using innovative financing programs, developing
a national standard for local subdivision requirements, and the acceptance of innovative wastewater
technologies; and the adoption of general and specific zoning standards.
310.
Public Technology, Inc. 1986. Strategic Development Planning for Cities and Counties. In Zoning and
Planning Law Handbookedited by J. B. Gailey. New York: Clark Boardman .
311.
Quality of Life, Land Use and Development. 1988. Special Issue. Delaware Lawyer 6, no. 4: 7-54.
Contents: Michael N. Castle on quality of life; Mark A. McNulty on impact fees: paying the
developmental piper; Scott A. Green on modern land use regulation: pay as you go or do as you please?;
Francis J. Murphy on quality of life: the legislation (includes Delaware bills on planning and land
development); Devona E. G. Williams on sunset or false dawn? the paving stones of good intentions
(sunset zoning as part of the Delaware quality-of-life legislation); Carroll F. Poole on the philosophies of
competing idea; an environmentalist view; Kermit H. Justice on cars, cars, and more cars; Larry L. Liggett
on quality of life in Wilmington? Doing very nicely, thank you!
312.
Rathkopf, A. H., and D. A. Rathkopf. 1988. The Law of Planning and Zoning. New York: Clark
Boardman.
A multi-volume treatise.

313.
Raymond, G. M. 1983. Use of a Court-Appointed Master. In Zoning and Planning Law Handbookedited
by F. A. Strom. New York: Clark Boardman .
314.
Real Estate Research Corporation. 1974. The Costs of Sprawl: Literature Review and Bibliography, U.S.
Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C..
A study of growth management and development programs and the economic and environmental effects of
a community. Also includes an extensive bibliography.
315.
Reilly, W. K., ed. 1973. The Use of Land: A Citizen's Policy Guide to Urban Growth-Task Force on
Land Use and Urban Growth, Thomas Y. Crowell, New York.
This study described a 'new mood in America. . .that questions traditional assuptions about the desirability
of urban development. The motivation is not exclusively economic. It appears to be part of a rising
emphasis on human values, on the preservation of natural and cultural characteristics that make for a
humanly satisfying environment.' It did not propose specific changes to enabling legislation. However, it
favored more use of discretionary reviews in approving local development proposals, among them
environmental impact statements, which it is said required development agencies 'to publicly evaluate
opportunities within a broad spectrum of public objectives.'.
316.
Rhode Island Department of Administration. 1989. Handbook on the Local Comprehensive Plan, Rhode
Island Department of Administration, Providence, R.I..
This report provides a detailed section-by-section commentary on Rhode Island's Comprehensive
Planning and Land Use Regulation Act of 1988. The handbook describes the state standards to be adopted
by nine local plans as required by the Act, the state's role and the local comprehensive plan.
317.
---1993. State Enabling Acts Relating to Land Use & Planning, Rhode Island Department of
Administration, Providence, R.I..
Text of fifteen state enabling acts related to planning, subdivision, historic districts, low and moderate
income housing, soil erosion and sediment control, and zoning.
318.
---1992. State Guide Plan Overview, Rhode Island Department of Administration, Providence, R.I..
This report summarizes all adopted elements of the State Guide Plan. The state land use plan, for example,
outlines overall goals and policies for general land development, water resources, energy, housing and
economic development.
319.
Robbins, P. E. 1992. 1992 Inventory of Selected Land Use Controls by County and Municipality,
Planning Services Division, Philadelphia.
A collection of tables summarizng land use controls in the state of Pennsylvania. County data is used for
determining municipalities in Pennsylvania without zoning protection, subdivision and land development
regulations and land use controls.
320.
Robichaud, C. B., and E. W. B. Russell, eds. 1988. Protecting the New Jersey Pinelands: A New
Direction in Land-Use Management. New Brunswick, N.J.: Rutgers University Press.
321.
Rochette, E. C. 1982. Prevention of Urban Sprawl: The Oregon Method. In Zoning and Planning Law
Handbookedited by F. A. Strom. New York: Clark Boardman .
322.
Rohse, M. 1987. Land-Use Planning in Oregon: A No-Nonsense Handbook in Plain English. Corvallis,
Oreg.: Oregon State University Press.
A primer of the Oregon planning system.
323.
Rose, C. M. 1987. New Models for Local Land Use Decisions. Land Use and Environment Law Review
Annual 18: 145-61.
324.

Rose, J. G. 1988. A Hybrid System of Historic Preservation Presents New Legal Problems. In Zoning and
Planning Law Handbookedited by N. J. Gordon. New York: Clark Boardman .
325.
Rosenbaum, N. 1976. Land Use and the Legislatures: The Politics of State Innovation. Washington,
D.C.: Urban Institute.
This study analyzes legislation of three types: mandatory local growth management, major facility siting,
and critical areas protection. Includes a description of land use statutes with respect to regionalism and the
federal initiative.
326.
Rosenzweig, R. L. 1975. The Curative Amendment Procedure in Pennsylvania: The Landowner's
Challenge to the Substantive Validity of Zoning Restrictions. Dickinson Law Review 80, no. 1: 43-69.
An analysis of the curative amendment procedure in Pennsylvania through recent court decisions. The
author determines that these cases threaten the intended purpose of this procedure.
327.
Rubin, F. A. 1982. Local Growth Management and Regional Housing Needs. Urban Law Annual 23:
407-21.
The author reviews the development of the fair-share doctrine whereby state courts have required local
communities to consider, or take positive steps to provide for, regional low- and moderate-income
housing needs. The author suggests that a restrained judicial approach that recognizes local differences
and considers the region's ability to provide for affordbale housing can produce fairness while respectng
local prerogative.
328.
Runge, Carlisle P. Kusler Jon A. 1972. Conclusions and Recommendations for Strengthened State
Planning and Management in Wisconsin, Working Paper 8. Inst for Environmental Studies, University of
Wisconsin - Madison.
Final report centers around a discussion of 11 recommendations.
329.
Sager, L. 1969. Tight Little Islands: Exclusionary Zoning, Equal Protection, and the Indigent. Stanford
Law Review 21, no. 4: 767-800.
An analysis of 'exclusionary zoning' and a call for a reexamination of equal protection.
330.
Salkin, P. 1992. Political Strategies for Modernizing State Land-Use Statutes. Land Use Law and Zoning
Digest 44, no. 8: 3-6.
Salkin proposes ten steps to take in the successful reform of state land use statutes. Among her
suggestions are appointment of the legislative commission or a gubernatorial body to oversee reform,
provision of incentives to local government to comply with statutory objectives and development of a
public education plan that includes information, training and technical assistance.
331.
---1992. Regional Planning: New Political Magnetism. Land Use Law and Zoning Digest 44, no. 6: 3-7.
Salkin discusses recent initiatives in California, Connecticut, Maryland, Massachusetts, New York, North
Carolina, Pennsylvania, and Virginia for regional planning. Especially useful in that she identifies
publications on land use reform from each of those states.
332.
Schölvinck, J. B. W. 1980. Evaluating Alternative Compensation and Recapture Techniques for
Expanded Public Control of Land Use: A Comment. Natural Resources Journal 20: 153-58.
An analysis of compensation and recapture techniques concluding that the problems lie not in the bidding
strategies, but rather in the methods of transaction costs.
333.
Schilling, J. M., and J. B. Hare. 1994. Code Enforcement: A Comprehensive Approach. Point Arena,
Calif.: Solano Press Books.
A comprehensive guide to the process of code enforcement: determining community needs, developing
goals, implementation and enforcement. Includes many examples and practice tips.
334.
Schindler, K. H. 1994. Lessons From New Zealand's Land-Use Laws. Land Use Law and Zoning Digest

46, no. 8: 3-8.
Some new ideas here, as Schindler explains how New Zealand revamped its planning system to account
for sustainable development.
335.
Scott, R. W., ed. 1975. Management and Control of Growth: Issues, Techniques, Problems, Trends.
Washington, D.C.: Urban Land Institute.
A classic early reference work in the growth management literature, this collection of essays serves as a
background and reference resource on growth management for elected officials, developers, practicing
professionals and interested citizens. Partial contents: issues and dilemmas in traditional systems; limits to
growth and zero growth; issues in exclusionary land use; exclusion; case studies; tools for controlling
growth; impact measurement and fiscal analysis; innovations in tools; environmental impact statements;
impacts of growth management at local and regional levels; state land use and growth policies; federal
policies, perspectives from the development sector, and a growth guidance bibliography.
336.
Seidel, S. R. 1978. Housing Costs and Government Regulations: Confronting the Regulatory Maze.
New Brunswick, N.J.: Center for Urban Policy Research, Rutgers University.
This book focuses on the relationship between government regulation and the cost of housing. A summary
and recommendations are included for zoning regulations and growth controls. On the subject of growth
controls, the author suggests using such techniques in only those situations where a particular crisis must
be confronted.
337.
Sewell, John, George Penfold, and Toby Vigod. 1993. New Planning for Ontario, New Planning for
Ontario; Commission on Planning and Development Reform in Ontario.
Final Report is the culmination of almost two years of extensive, provincewide consultation and study.
Final chapter exclusively devoted to specific legislative recommendations, to (1) protect public interests;
(2) better define roles and relationships; (3) focus on protecting the natural environment; and (4) create a
more timely and responsive planning process.
338.
Siemon, C. L. 1985. Florida: Grappling With Growth II. Urban Land 44, no. 9: 36-37.
Report on 1985 legislation reforming the Environmental Land and Water Management Act and the Local
Government Comprehensive Planning Act and establishing a Coastal Barriers Act; previous legislative
initiatives.
339.
Siemon, Charles L., Wendy U. Larsen, and Douglas R. Porter. 1982. Vested Rights: Balancing Public
and Private Development Expectations, Urban Land Institute and the Urban Land Research Foundation,
Washington, D.C..
Provides overview of the status of vested rights and law and possible directions for future consideration.
Chapters include: (1) the courts: arena for the vesting issue, (2) a better approach, (3) legislative
remedies, and (4) management responses to vesting issues. In addition, it provides proposals for new
legislation to establish vested rights more certainly and with less involvement from the courts.
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